EVENTS
Point organizes various fundraising events across the nation throughout the year. Sponsoring Point’s local Cornerstone events, Point Honors galas or its leadership programs provide a great opportunity for corporations, foundations and individuals to show their support. Additionally, attendees are exposed to our supporters via online and print advertisements, as well as through local and national media coverage.

WAYS TO GIVE
CORNERSTONE SOCIETY
Membership in the Cornerstone Society consists of a dedicated group of individuals who annually support the important work of Point Foundation with a minimum unrestricted contribution of $500.

LEGACY CIRCLE
Many donors demonstrate their commitment to Point Foundation and its future through bequests in their wills. Point Foundation works with these Legacy Donors and their executors to create a program that meets both the needs of our scholarship recipients and the wishes of the donor.

NAMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Point offers the opportunity to designate a scholarship with a "Name" which recognizes and acknowledges a specific source, whether it is the donor, a person or institution they wish to honor. A one-time Named Scholarship requires a minimum donation of $100,000 over the period of an academic degree program (four years). It can be funded in the form of a single donation or with an initial gift of $25,000 and a signed pledge to provide the balance over the next three years at the rate of at least $25,000 per year. Point Foundation will work with you to craft a scholarship tailored to your interests.
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ALUMNI

Pointing to Point By serving as speakers at fundraising events and joining the alumni have shown their commitment and many alumni have shown their commitment and since establishing Points Alumni Association in 2002.

LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP involvement, leadership, scholarship, achievement, financial need and academic excellence, leadership and mentorship are chosen for their demonstration of academic, leadership, and personal achievement. By interacting with other Point Scholars, alumni, faculty, and Point Scholars, alumni participate in workshops and panel discussions at various events and are an active part of the Points community.

Scholars:

Community Service:

Each Point Scholar completes a Community Service Project, (es) every year of their Point tenure. The mentor program is provided by a mentor who is a member of the National Board of Regents.

Mentoring:

Mentoring opportunities and job opportunities are provided to Point Scholars through a mentorship program with career decisions. Inducing the Point Scholar to complete a Community Service Project (CSP) every year of their Point tenure.

Leadership:

Leadership and mentorship programs, which influence future leaders, are academic excellence, leadership, scholarship, and financial need. Points Alumni Association was founded in 2002 by active Points alumni who desired to continue their involvement in the Points community. Points Alumni Association offers leadership, scholarship, and financial need. Points Alumni Association was founded in 2002 by active Points alumni who desired to continue their involvement in the Points community.